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The concept of a nanowire solar cell with photon-harvesting shells is presented. In this architecture,
organic molecules which absorb strongly in the near infrared where silicon absorbs weakly are
coupled to silicon nanowires �SiNWs�. This enables an array of 7-�m-long nanowires with a
diameter of 50 nm to absorb over 85% of the photons above the bandgap of silicon. The organic
molecules are bonded to the surface of the SiNWs forming a thin shell. They absorb the low-energy
photons and subsequently transfer the energy to the SiNWs via Förster resonant energy transfer,
creating free electrons and holes within the SiNWs. The carriers are then separated at a radial p-n
junction in a nanowire and extracted at the respective electrodes. The shortness of the nanowires is
expected to lower the dark current due to the decrease in p-n junction surface area, which scales
linearly with wire length. The theoretical power conversion efficiency is 15%. To demonstrate this
concept, we measure a 60% increase in photocurrent from a planar silicon-on-insulator diode when
a 5 nm layer of poly�2-methoxy-5-�2�-ethyl-hexyloxy�-1,4-phenylene vinylene is applied to the
surface of the silicon. This increase is in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3153281�

Electricity generated by silicon solar cells, which cur-
rently make up over 90% of the photovoltaic �PV� market, is
still more expensive than that from conventional fossil fuels.1

The most efficient silicon solar cells are made using single
crystals, since grain boundaries promote recombination and
impede charge transport. Much of the cost of manufacturing
is associated with making single-crystal wafers. One exciting
alternative approach is to grow crystalline nanowires from
substrates using the vapor-liquid-solid method.2,3 Another
promising approach is to perform top-down etching of thin
polycrystalline films to create arrays of nanowires that can be
doped to form radial p-n junctions. Studies have shown ad-
vantages in carrier collection and device efficiency using ra-
dial p-n junction nanowires over planar devices of the same
lower-quality material because the shorter distance minority
carriers must travel to reach the p-n junction.4,5 Additionally,
because arrays of silicon nanowires �SiNWs� have a reduced
effective index of refraction relative to bulk silicon, the re-
flectance compared to planar structures is significantly
lower.6 Using the optimal geometry of a tapered nanowire to
achieve a graded index of refraction, the reflectance has been
shown to approach zero across a broad range of wavelengths
within the visible spectrum for angles of incidence up to 60°.
This is in stark contrast to planar devices, which need to
employ antireflection coatings and suffer large reflectance
losses with increasing angles of incidence.7 Recently, single
SiNWs with radial p-i-n junctions were reported to have
power conversion efficiencies �PCEs� of �3.4%;8 however,
to date, groups that have produced arrays of vertically ori-
ented radial SiNW solar cells have achieved low PCE
�0.1%–0.50%�.3,9–12 A major contributor to the low efficiency
is the high dark current, which scales linearly with the length
of the wire. One approach to minimize this loss is to use

shorter nanowires, but this requires a strategy for boosting
absorption.

Here we model nanowire solar cells with photon-
harvesting shells �PHSs� that utilize highly absorbing organic
molecules coupled with SiNWs, 7 �m in length, to harness
a significant portion of the solar spectrum above the bandgap
of silicon. This dramatic reduction in nanowire length can
reduce the large dark current that typically plagues SiNW
solar cells. Using shorter nanowires has the added advan-
tages of lower growth time and likely higher yield, leading to
a more promising path to large-scale manufacturing. Model-
ing based on optical properties of the molecules, energy-
transfer efficiency, and SiNW dimensions leads to an achiev-
able PCE reaching as high as 15%.

A nanowire solar cell with PHSs that utilizes Förster
resonant energy transfer �FRET� �Ref. 13� is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. The PHS is made by adsorbing molecules
to the passivating oxide layer on the surface of an array of
SiNWs or, alternatively, directly to the silicon surface. The
molecules absorb the incoming photons and subsequently
transfer the excitons to the SiNWs via FRET. The p-n junc-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of a nanowire solar cell with a PHS.
Organic molecules are chemically attached to the surface of the nanowires.
The organic shell absorbs light and transfers the energy to the SiNWs via
resonant energy transfer. The SiNWs have radial p-n junctions which selec-
tively separate and transport the charges to the respective electrodes �shown
in the isolated nanowire to the right�.
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tion in the SiNWs then selectively directs the electrons and
holes to the appropriate electrodes, as is the case in a typical
silicon solar cell. The molecules do not participate in charge
transport and are only responsible for light absorption and
energy transfer. Hence, these cells are very different from the
family of cells known as dye-sensitized solar cells.14,15

Resonant energy transfer has been used in organic PVs
to both broaden the absorption spectrum16 and enhance ex-
citon harvesting over larger distances.17 This process occurs
when an exciton residing on an excited chromophore �donor�
undergoes a nonradiative transfer to a separate chromophore
in its ground state �acceptor�. The rate of transfer between
the two chromophores is proportional to 1 /r6,13 where r is
the separation distance. The rate of transfer from the donor to
a two-dimensional sheet of acceptor molecules goes as 1 /x4

�Ref. 18� and to a three-dimensional semi-infinite slab as
1 /x3,18,19 where x is the perpendicular distance of the donor
from the surface of the acceptor. This distance dependence
has been used to describe energy transfer to metal
films,18,20,21 between dyes in layered Langmuir–Blodgett
structures,22–24 in heterostructure OLEDs,25 and from poly-
mers to amorphous silicon structures.26 In our system, where
the radius of curvature of the nanowire is very large relative
to the organic molecule, we can approximate the molecule as
sitting on a semi-infinite slab of silicon and thus utilize the
1 /x3 transfer rate distance dependence. The transfer rate in
this case is given by

kf�x� =
CA

�

�

6

Ro
6

x3 , �1�

Ro
6 =

9000 ln�10�K2QD

128�5n4NA
� FD����A����4d� , �2�

where Ro is the Förster radius,13 � is the lifetime of the ex-
citon, and CA �Ref. 27� is the acceptor density. Equation �2�
shows the dependence of the Förster radius on the photolu-
minescence quantum efficiency �PLQE� of the donor QD, the
index of refraction of the material between the donor and
acceptor n, the relative transition dipole-dipole orientation
factor K2, and on the overlap of the donor emission spectrum
FD��� and acceptor molar absorptivity �A���. The Förster
radius Ro is the distance at which there is a 50% energy
transfer efficiency �ETE� for a point-to-point system. In our
geometry, with a semi-infinite array of acceptor atoms, we
can further calculate the point-to-slab distance xslab at which
there is a 50% ETE.

From Eq. �2� we see that the PLQE of the donor as well
as the overlap between the donor emission and acceptor ab-
sorption spectra are critically important. This latter factor
should influence our choice of donor molecules to use with
silicon as the acceptor. Silicon’s absorption coefficient is
small for low-energy photons due to its indirect bandgap,
increasing with photon energy as direct-bandgap transitions
become possible. With this in mind, organic dyes that
strongly absorb in the near IR should be chosen, allowing the
silicon and the dyes to absorb the higher- and lower-energy
photons, respectively. The use of two dyes through coattach-
ment in equal amounts on the nanowires would provide

broader near-IR absorption since strongly absorbing dyes
typically have narrow absorption spectra. Figure 2�a� shows
the absorption and emission spectra of two hypothetical
near-IR dyes, which display typical characteristics of absorp-
tion and photoluminescence �PL�. With silicon as the accep-
tor, and assuming a PLQE of 70% for both dyes, we arrive at
Ro and xslab values of 1.6 and 7.7 nm for dye A and 1.5 and
5.7 nm for dye B. The fact that the two dyes have similar
Förster radii is surprising given the large shift in emission
spectra. The overlap integral in Eq. �2� suggests that Ro

should decrease as we shift to longer wavelengths due to the
decreasing molar absorptivity �A��� of silicon. However, this
is offset by the �4 factor, resulting from the optical density of
states for the acceptor and donor. This overall behavior of Ro

is critically important since absorbing photons in the near IR
is essential for high-efficiency SiNW solar cells.

Attaching a dye to the native oxide layer creates a mini-
mum distance between the center of the dye and the silicon
surface of �2.7 nm. Using the values for Ro and xslab found
above, energy transfer efficiencies of 96% and 90% can be
achieved for dyes A and B, respectively. As earlier stated, the
PLQE of the dye is important to consider. Ro scales as
�PLQE�1/6, which dampens the negative impact of a lower
PLQE, although clearly a dye with a value greater than 0.5 is
desirable �Fig. 2�b��. A more important parameter is x, the
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Dye A absorption �blue� and PL �blue dashed�
with dye B absorption �red� and PL �red dashed� for two hypothetical dyes.
Dyes with molar extinction coefficients of greater than 2�105 M−1 cm−1

that absorb between 700 and 1000 nm are available commercially, although
modifications for proper attachment to SiO2 are required. �b� ETE as a
function of dye PL efficiency for Dyes A �blue� and B �red�. The solid and
dashed lines are for x values of 2.7 nm and 1.7 nm, respectively. From the
much weaker variation of the dashed curves compared to the solid curves, it
is clear that it is important to carefully control the dye–silicon separation to
achieve a high ETE for arbitrary dyes.
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distance between the center of the dye and the silicon sur-
face. The dashed curves in Fig. 2�b� show the ETE for the
two dyes when x decreases from 2.7 to 1.7 nm. Achieving
such small separation distances is possible by functionalizing
silicon dioxide and bare silicon surfaces.28,29 When function-
alizing the surface of silicon, it is important to passivate
dangling bonds in order to minimize losses from surface re-
combination. High-quality thermally grown oxides as well as
more novel techniques using methyl groups have been
shown to be effective.30–32

Knowing the ETE, the absorption enhancement can be
determined. Figure 3 shows the fraction of photons absorbed
above the bandgap of silicon as a function of nanowire
length. This model assumes nanowires of 50 nm diameter
with a center-to-center distance of 70 nm. Absorption by the
nanowires is calculated based on the bulk absorption coeffi-
cient of silicon as a function of wavelength together with the
volume of silicon as a function of nanowire diameter, length,
and spacing. Absorption by the PHS is calculated based on
the surface area of the nanowires and assumed dye coverage
of 7.5�1013 molecules /cm2. We ignore reflection, scatter-
ing, and waveguide effects that tend to increase absorption,
allowing an upper limit to be set on the length of the wires
required to absorb a given fraction of photons. The diameter
of the wires was chosen to maximize surface area for dye
attachment while allowing for the depletion region to be
fully contained within the wire, allowing the full realization
of the built-in potential without the need for degenerate dop-
ing levels. Decreasing the diameter of the wires further
would allow a higher density of wires, enabling the use of
shorter wires to absorb the same amount of light but prevent-
ing the full realization of this built-in potential. We assume
equal concentrations of dyes A and B on the nanowires. We
see that 7 �m SiNWs alone absorb �56% of the photons
�Fig. 3, point “B”� but with the attachment of the two dyes,
�84% of the photons are absorbed �point “A”�—a boost in
absorption of 50%. Plots of the optical density of the system
as a function of wavelength �not shown� reveal that over half
of the unabsorbed photons lie above 970 nm, the cutoff for
the dye absorption. Taking into account this absorption and

subsequent ETE to the silicon, while ignoring any reflection
or recombination losses in the wires themselves, yields a
short-circuit current density �Jsc� of �36 mA /cm2 for 7 �m
SiNWs coated with the dyes. Achieving the same Jsc without
using the dyes enabled by the PHS would require
70-�m-long SiNWs �point “C’�. A factor of 10� reduction
in nanowire length will impact the dark current and series
resistance of the device. The voltage drop due to series re-
sistance, however, is small for radial p-n junction nanowires.
With doping levels of 1018 cm−3, an electron mobility of
270 cm2 V−1 s−1, Jsc=36 mA cm−2, and 70-�m-long nano-
wires, the voltage drop along the wire is on the order of
10−6 V. Lowering this by a factor of 10 provides a negli-
gible improvement. However, since the dark current scales
linearly with p-n junction surface area, reducing the wire
length will lower the dark current, which is a much more
important effect.

To understand the impact of a reduction in dark current
on the device efficiency, we considered a theoretical study of
radial junction nanowire solar cells performed by Atwater
and co-workers.4 In this work, it is shown that 100-�m-long
SiNWs with a radius of 100 nm can achieve a Jsc of
�38 mA cm−2 and a Voc of �0.38–0.58 V, the exact value
of which depends on the doping density in the wires as well
as the trap density in the depletion and quasineutral regions.
Nanowires with larger concentrations of traps in the deple-
tion region Nr�3�1015 cm−3 experience sharp declines in
Voc as the length of the nanowire increases. Using PHSs, we
were able to achieve a similar Jsc of 36 mA cm−2 using
7-�m-long wires with 25 nm radii and 50% less packing
density, which equates to a 7� reduction in p-n junction
surface area. The relation

Voc =
kBT

q
ln� Jsc

Jo
+ 1� ,

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature
�assumed to be 300 K�, q is the charge, and Jo is the reverse
saturation current, suggests that the open-circuit voltage
should increase by �10%–15%, the larger improvement be-
ing for higher defect density materials. A fill factor of 0.55
was reported for radial junction single nanowire solar cells,8

although a value of 0.8 is theoretically achievable by keeping
Nr below the value reported above. Taking the upper limit of
open-circuit voltage �0.58 V� for wires of similar dimensions
together with Jsc of 36 mA cm−2 and a fill factor of 0.65, we
arrive at a PCE approaching 15% once we include the 10%
increase in Voc due to the shorter wires.

To demonstrate energy transfer between an organic mol-
ecule and silicon, we chose poly�2-methoxy-5-�2�-ethyl-
hexyloxy�-1,4-phenylene vinylene �MEHPPV� as the donor.
MEHPPV is an amorphous polymer that is soluble in many
organic solvents, has a high absorption coefficient, good
emission overlap with the absorption spectrum of silicon,
and a PL efficiency of �15% in neat films. Its solubility
allows us to spin cast uniform thin films. We deposited a 5
nm layer of MEHPPV onto single-crystal silicon samples
with varying oxide thicknesses �Fig. 4�a��.33 Figure 4�b�
shows the relative PL from each sample as a function of
oxide thickness. For samples with thicker oxide spacer lay-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Fraction of photons above the bandgap of silicon that
are absorbed with bare SiNWs �gray� and with dyes A and B attached to the
nanowires �red� as a function of nanowire length. The nanowires are 50 nm
in diameter with a center-to-center distance of 70 nm. Dyes A and B are
assumed to have equal surface coverage with a molar absorptivity of 2
�105 M−1 cm−1 and surface concentration on the wires of 7.5
�1013 cm−2.
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ers, the MEHPPV donor molecules sit further away from the
silicon acceptor substrate, decreasing the ETE and thus in-
creasing the measured PL intensity from the sample. Al-
though the incident pump laser light can in general exhibit
interference effects within the thin-film structure in such an
experiment, resulting in variations in the MEHPPV excita-
tion rate as the oxide thickness is changed, modeling has
shown these effects to be negligible for the range of oxide
thicknesses used here. Fitting the data to Eq. �1� yields Ro

=1.3 nm and xslab=4.9 nm. Using Eq. �2�, we predict that
Ro should be 1.3 nm and xslab to be 5.0 nm in excellent
agreement with our measurement. By solving the continuity
equation for excitons within the MEHPPV layer, with the
addition of the Förster energy transfer term, we find that the
transfer efficiency of excitons to the silicon is 82%. The
remaining 18% of the excitons naturally decay within the
MEHPPV film.

The sensitization of silicon by organic molecules is
known to result in an increase in photocurrent when illumi-
nated at wavelengths where the molecules absorb.34,35 To test
some of the merits of our model, based on the absorption and
subsequent ETE to silicon, we calculated and subsequently
measured the increase in photocurrent from the device
shown in Fig. 5 when MEHPPV was applied to the surface.
We fabricated 80-nm-thick palladium contacts on lightly
doped n-type silicon on insulator with a 50-nm-thick Si de-
vice layer using shadow-masked electron-beam evaporation.
The samples were mounted in ceramic leadless chip carriers
and wire bonded with aluminum wires. The chip carriers
were then hermetically sealed, enabling device stability over
the duration of the tests. The device layer thickness �50 nm�
was on the order of the diameter of the wires we used in our
previous optical models. The device was proved very stable
in its electrical characteristics over a period of months, which
provided excellent reproducibility. The cleaning process

which employed acetone, isopropanol, and chlorobenzene
had very little impact on the electrical characteristics. Fi-
nally, the planarity of the device allowed analytical modeling
of the absorption rate throughout the structure, allowing us to
predict the maximum enhancement we can expect in the pho-
toresponse of the device.

Using transfer matrix methods36 together with the tabu-
lated optical constant data for silicon, SiO2, and
MEHPPV,37,38 we modeled the electric field intensity and
absorption rates throughout the device �Fig. 6�a��. The de-
vices without �dashed blue� and with �dashed red� a 5 nm
layer of MEHPPV show the expected increase in absorption
due to the MEHPPV. The dropoff in absorption at �510 nm
is due to interference effects from the 150-nm-thick buried
oxide layer. Integration of the intensity of the field together
with the absorption profiles of MEHPPV �Fig. 6�b�� and sili-
con leads to a theoretical absorption enhancement of 1.85�
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Diagram of sample used to determine the Förster
radius experimentally. The MEHPPV layer was kept constant at 5 nm while
the oxide thickness was varied from �1–10 nm. �b� Experimental PL data
�black� and best fit �red� for MEHPPV on Si /SiO2. Fitting yields Ro
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Device architecture used for measuring the external
quantum efficiency spectrum of bare silicon and silicon with a 5 nm layer of
MEHPPV. 80-nm-thick palladium �Pd� contacts were deposited on 50 nm of
silicon, which was insulated from the bulk wafer by a 150 nm buried oxide
layer. The spacing between contacts is 150 �m.
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transfer-matrix method and tabulated optical constant data for the materials.
The absorption profile due to interference effects explains the shape of the
measured photoresponse spectrum. �b� The absorption spectrum of a 5-nm-
thick layer of MEHPPV on quartz.
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over a device without MEHPPV. Incorporating the ETE of
82% presented earlier yields a theoretical maximum en-
hancement of 1.7� in the overall photoresponse of the de-
vice.

The photoresponse of the device was experimentally de-
termined by using a chopped 20 �m diameter beam from a
Fianium supercontinuum fiber laser. The device was held at a
1 V bias and the current was measured as a function of
wavelength using a lock-in amplifier39 normalized with re-
spect to incident power at each wavelength. Figure 6�a�
shows the photoresponse of the device without �solid blue�
and with �solid red� a 5 nm layer of MEHPPV. There is a
clear enhancement in the photoresponse where MEHPPV ab-
sorbs light. The dropoff in photoresponse for both curves
below �510 nm follows the predicted profile of the absorp-
tion rate, calculated using transfer-matrix formalism. Com-
parison of the areas under the two photoresponse curves
points to an overall enhancement of 1.6�, which is in good
agreement with the maximum predicted value of 1.7�.
Many diodes were tested with nearly identical results. As
previously stated, we should expect surface recombination
losses occurring at defect sites along the Si /SiO2 interface,
since the energy transfer process occurs near this interface.
This will lower the predicted enhancement, as we have ex-
perimentally confirmed. To overcome this, proper surface
passivation is important to ensure that the minority carrier
diffusion length is sufficiently large, such that minority car-
riers can reach the p-n junction. Finally, closer inspection of
the photoresponse curve and the absorption spectrum of ME-
HPPV reveal a slight redshift in the tail region of enhance-
ment relative to the absorption of MEHPPV. We attribute this
shift to the solid-state solvatochromic effect,40 where stabili-
zation of the excited state relative to the ground state can
occur in the presence of a high dielectric material such as
silicon. This can redshift both the absorption and emission
spectra of MEHPPV, although we would not expect this ef-
fect to be uniform throughout the MEHPPV film since the
molecules closest to the silicon would be affected most
strongly.

In summary, 7-�m-long SiNW solar cells with a PHS
enable the absorption of 85% of the photons above the band-
gap of silicon. Without the PHS, 10� longer wires would be
required to absorb the same amount of light. The shorter
wires aid in lowering dark current, leading to a higher open-
circuit voltage and PCE. We have developed a model for
light absorption and energy transfer that matches well to the
experimental results. This model predicts that with two sepa-
rate organic dyes with appropriate absorption and emission
spectra attached to 7-�m-long SiNWs, we should be able to
achieve PCEs approaching 15%. This efficiency, combined
with the ability to use lower quality material, offers a prom-
ising path to lower-cost solar energy. In addition, we expect
the shorter wires to enable more reproducible and reliable
fabrication methods, which are critical for commercializa-
tion. The major challenges for implementing this design are
the growth of low trap density nanowires, well-passivated
surfaces to reduce recombination effects, and methods for
large-scale production. All of these challenges are currently

being explored by the research community with promising
advances in each area.8,30,31,41
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